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Abstract— A highly sensitive refractive index (RI) sensor based
on an in-fiber Mach–Zehnder interferometer is discussed. The
sensor is fabricated by femtosecond laser in a single-mode fiber.
A cylindrical cavity is micromachined in the fiber cladding and
partly in the fiber core, forming an interferometric structure.
We have found that when the spectral response of the structure to
RI is considered, a periodic pattern is observed and the sensitivity
highly increases with RI and reaches over 23 000 nm/RIU within
the RI range of 1.4200—1.4400 RIU. Moreover, during the
measurement of cavities with diameters in the order of tens
of micrometers, we found the cavity-filling process to be both
difficult and time-consuming, especially when high-RI liquids
are being investigated. We therefore applied reactive ion etching
in oxygen plasma, which significantly changed the wettability
of the cavity’s surface and enabled fast cavity filling with any
investigated liquid. Due to its ultra-high sensitivity and capability
for investigating sub-nanoliter volumes of liquids, the sensor
could be well suited for chemical and bio-sensing applications.
Index Terms— Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer, microstructure fabrication, laser materials processing, interferometry,
optical fiber sensors, reactive ion etching (RIE), refractive index
sensing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HERE is a huge diversity of optical fiber sensors based
on, e.g., fiber gratings [1] and interferometers [2]. They
differ in their principle of operation, means of fabrication
(irradiation, ablation, deposition, splicing, etc.), and geometry.
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The great variety of optical fiber sensors and their unique
properties, such as immunity to electromagnetic interference
and the possibility of remote and distributed sensing, often
makes them perfect candidates for sensing of many parameters such as temperature, humidity, strain, pressure, and
refractive index (RI) [1]–[4], as well as for chemo- and biosensing [5], [6]. In many cases where aqueous solutions need
to be examined, e.g., in chemical or biological experiments,
only small volumes of analyte are available. Among many
other sensing structures micro-cavity Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) have recently emerged as devices which can
meet that challenging demand. There are many traditional
methods to fabricate MZIs, but in general, they are not
repeatable and the fabricated structures show relatively low
RI sensitivity (102 − 103 RIU), as well as operating efficiently
only in the high-RI range [7], [8].
Application of femtosecond (fs) laser ablation has many
advantages, including negligible heating of the beam-exposed
area with extremely short laser pulses and high peak power.
It thus causes very little damage in the working area and
can produce small, well-defined shapes. Many microchannels
and microholes have been fabricated in optical fibers using fs
laser micromachining, e.g., [9]–[13]. Some of them operate as
fiber in-line interferometers such as: Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPIs) [10]–[12] or Michaelson interferometers (MIs) [13].
Just a few of them were fabricated in one-step fs laser
micromachining process, nevertheless the sensitivity of these
devices in measurements of changes of RI of water was
1163 nm/RIU at 1550 nm [12]. The majority of the microcavities are fabricated in multistep processes that include very hard
to control and hardly repeatable wet etching (in hydrofluoric
acid (HF) or other acids etchants) [10], as well as a fusion
splicing. Despite the processing the obtained RI sensitivity
hardly exceeds 1000 nm/RIU [11].
The fs laser system was also recently used to fabricate
several micro-cavity in-line MZI (μIMZI) structures, which
differed in shape, but were all based on a micro-cavity in an
optical fiber [14]–[18]. One of the first presented μIMZIs was
based on a V-shape micro-cavity and was post-processed by
etching in hydrofluoric acid (HF). The sensitivity of this sensor
was about 10,000 nm/RIU within the range between 1.332 and
1.352 RIU [15]. Then Jiang et al. developed a μIMZI sensor
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Schematic drawing of the μIMZI structure.

with a U-shape structure which exhibited RI sensitivity reaching 3,754.79 nm/RIU with the RI ranging from 1.0001143
to 1.0002187 RIU where gas concentrations can be measured and over 12,000 nm/RIU in the RI range from 1.3330
to 1.3381 RIU for investigation of sucrose solutions [16].
A μIMZI sensor based on a rectangular cavity structure was
also reported [17]. For RI measurement purposes, the structure
exhibited RI sensitivity as high as 17,000 nm/RIU within
RI values ranging from 1.3371 to 1.3407 RIU. In this case,
the spectral response of the device was also fine-tuned by the
HF etching process.
For most of the micro-structures their penetration by waterbased liquid strongly dependents on the cavity size. Usually
it takes up to 15 minutes [4] for a single filling. This disadvantage makes the structures poorly applicable in short-timed
or on-site measurements.
In this paper, we present a μIMZI sensing structure with
ultra-high RI sensitivity, which can be obtained in a higher
RI range when the periodic character of a spectral response is
considered. In contrast to earlier reported works, the proposed
structure is fabricated in a circular shape with an fs laser
followed by oxygen plasma post-processing. The plasma postprocessing, i.e., reactive ion etching (RIE) in oxygen, was used
in order to better define the flat and clean bottom of the microcavity, and also to improve the hydrophilic properties of its
sidewalls. Moreover, the procedure has already been used in
post-processing of other fiber sensing structures [19], [20]. It is
also known to be accurate, and more precise than any other
wet etching process, where removal of the etchant from the
cavity is difficult or barely possible to control [17].
II. E XPERIMENTAL D ETAILS
A. Manufacturing of the μIMZI Structures
Structures in the form of cylindrical micro-cavities (Fig. 1)
were fabricated in standard Corning SMF28 fibers. The cavities have a circular cross-section and flat bottom (diameter, d).
Their walls (height, h) with good approximation are perpendicular to the fiber’s long axis.
The micromachining process was done using a Solstice
Ti:Sapphire fs laser operating at λ = 795 nm. The fiber was
irradiated by 82 fs pulses. The system was working with
a repetition rate of 10 kHz. In order to make the micro-

Scheme of the fs-laser-based micro-fabrication setup.

cavity, the laser beam was directed into a suitably designed
micromachining setup based on the Newport μFab system.
The system was equipped with a 20× lens, with NA = 0.30.
Fiber transmission was monitored during the process with
an NKT Photonics SuperK COMPACT supercontinuum white
light source and a Yokogawa AQ6370C optical spectrum
analyzer. The fabrication process was controlled with software
developed in-house. The fabrication setup is schematically
shown in Fig. 2.
B. Plasma Post-Processing
The RIE process was performed using the Oxford
PlasmaPro NGP80 system. The plasma process was conducted with an O2 flow of 50 sccm, pressure 100 mTorr and
power 100 W. The temperature during the processes was set
to 20°C. The μIMZI sample was placed in the chamber
together with an LPG located at the same height and an
oxidized silicon wafer (SiO2 /Si) as a reference for further tests.
C. μIMZI Analysis
The fabricated μIMZIs were examined using the Olympus
LEXT OLS3100 confocal microscope. Next, optical transmission of the μIMZI was monitored in the spectral range
of 1,150-1,650 nm using a Leukos SM30 supercontinuum
laser source and a Yokogawa AQ6370B optical spectrum
analyzer. The RI sensitivity measurements of the μIMZIs
were performed on specially prepared testing surfaces which
allowed for the precise control of the amount of dosed liquid
and filling of the micro-cavity. We used as external RI (n ext )
a set of water/glycerin solutions whose nD varied in the range
of 1.3330-1.4400 RIU. It is worth noting that if the measurements were aimed for a precise refractometer, the dispersion
characteristics of n ext should had been taken into account.
In the disscused case where every measurement of RI is made
with the same device in the same conditions and aimed for
the reference tests of the dievices’ sensitivity, the values of
RI are treated not as absolutes but as references. Thus, the nD
of the solution was measured using a Rudolph J57 automatic
refractometer working with 2 · 10−5 RIU accuracy. Values
below 10−4 RIU shown later in Fig. 5 and 8 were rounded
for better readability.
D. Si/SiO2 Reference Wafers Analysis
The water contact angle on the wafer was measured using a
Celestron 5 MP Handheld Digital Microscope Pro with a 1 μl
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Fig. 3. Microscopic visualization of one of the μIMZI structures (structure
shown here is described in the text as A). The diameter of the red dashed
circle shown in a) was assessed in the middle of the micro-cavity’s height.
TABLE I
A PPROXIMATE D IMENSIONS OF THE T HREE I NVESTIGATED S TRUCTURES

water droplet (10 seconds after deposition). The value was
averaged from five measurements. The measurements were
repeated after 24, 48, 72 hours, 1 week, and 2 weeks of storage
of the samples in the air. In order to compare the impact on
the wettability of the oxygen-plasma and HF post-processing,
evaluation measurements were performed for samples etched
for 2 minutes in 5% aqueous solution of HF acid. Finally,
possible changes in thickness of the SiO2 layer induced by
the RIE process were investigated using a Horiba Jobin-Yvon
UVSEL spectroscopic ellipsometer following the procedure
reported in [20].

Fig. 4.
Transmission spectra of μIMZI micro-cavity filled with water
solutions with different values of RI ranging from (a) 1.33-1.36 and
(b) 1.38-1.40 RIU.

III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Physical Properties of the Investigated μIMZI
Three structures were chosen to illustrate the high sensitivity
capabilities of the proposed μIMZI. Their dimensions are
shown in Table 1. Images showing a top view and a scan
through the μIMZI are depicted in Fig. 3.
It can be seen that, depending on the structure, a volume
of liquid in the micro-cavity as small as 11 pL can be
investigated. It must be noted that values shown for the height
of the cavity are not precise, due to the very rough surface of
the bottom and the difficulty of removing the tiny glass shards
created by the micromachining process.
B. RI Sensing With μIMZI
The transmission spectra of sample C with the RI in the
micro-cavity varying from 1.3350 to 1.3600 RIU are shown
in Fig. 4a. Both the transmitted power and the central wavelength of the minima change with increasing RI, i.e., they
deepen and blue-shift, respectively. Each of the three structures
displays multiple minima with free spectral range (FSR) of

Fig. 5. Sensitivities of the three investigated μIMZI structures, where the
first and second set of minima are marked with dashed and continuous lines,
respectively.

over 500 nm. This property makes these structures convenient for sensing purposes. When the RI is further increased,
a second minimum can be observed, which also experiences
a similar change to the one observed at lower RI (Fig. 4b).
In Fig. 5, the spectral locations of minima are plotted vs
RI in the cavity for samples A, B, and C. The points corresponding to each sample are linearly approximated with the
least squares method, and the values of sensitivity in different
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RI regions are obtained. It is noticeable that the deviation of
points from approximation lines is small or negligible which in
turn reveals the high linearity of RI sensitivity of the samples.
It is also noticeable that the sensitivity is higher for higher
RI solutions.
In general, as described, e.g., in [17], the interference intensity in μIMZI can be expressed by the two-beam interference
equation:

I = I1 + I2 + 2 I1 I2 cos ϕ,
(1)
where the phase difference is given by:
2πdn e f f
(2)
+ ϕ0 .
λ
In equation (2), d is the MZI diameter (shown in Fig. 1),
λ denotes the wavelength of a minimum, ϕ0 is an initial phase,
cl comprises the effective RI of the
and n e f f = n co
ef f − n
remaining part of the fiber core n co
e f f and that of the circular
cavity n cl . According to equations (1) and (2), the interference
fringe pattern has minima for every odd multiple of π:
ϕ=

2πdn e f f
+ ϕ0 = (2m + 1) π,
λm
which can be transformed into:
2πdn e f f
,
λm =
(2m + 1) π − ϕ0

(3)

(4)

which defines λ for every minimum.
As can be seen from equation (4) the increase in n ext ,
which in this case corresponds to the RI in the circular microcavity n cl , causes an increase of n co
e f f and at the same time a
decrease of n e f f . The growth of n co
e f f is much slower than
the decrease of n e f f and consequently λm decreases. This
behavior is experimentally observed and shown in Fig. 5. Further, the sensitivity of the structure (Sm ) may be expressed as:
 co

dn e f f
dλm
2πd
dn cl
=
−
, (5)
Sm =
dn ext
dn ext
(2m+1) π − ϕ0 dn ext
where n ext is the value of the RI of the examined liquid solution, which in the case under discussion may be assumed as
n ext = n cl . Such approximation is valid since the liquid covers
the whole area of the cavity. The key term dn co
e f f /dn ext in
equation (5) is responsible for sensitivity increase at higher RI
solution values. At this point, it is necessary to realize that the
cl
effective n co
e f f is an increasing function of n , or equally n ext .
This means that the increase in n ext will cause an increase
in Sm , especially for higher values of RI, for which n co
e f f tends
to its maximal value. This phenomenon is experimentally
confirmed and shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
To our best knowledge, the highest RI sensitivity of a
μIMZI was reported in [17] and reached 17,197 nm/RIU
in the range between 1.3371 and 1.3407 RIU. The μIMZI
structures presented in this paper display sensitivities from
approximately 12,000 (nD between 1.3330 and 1.3600 RIU)
to over 23,000 nm/RIU (nD between 1.4200 and 1.4400 RIU),
the highest ever reported for a μIMZI structure to date.
It is evident from Fig. 6 that the proposed μIMZI structure
covers a wide range of RI values of aqueous solutions and thus

Fig. 6. The absolute value of sensitivity at λ = 1550 nm plotted against
external RI. The linear approximation of these points describes the relationship
between the Sm and Sm+1 sensitivities.

offers interesting capabilities in various sensing applications.
The sensitivity clearly increases with RI (Fig. 6). The results
stay in agreement with [16], where the sensitivity for RI close
to 1 and 1.3330 RIU was over 3,000 and 12,000 nm/RIU,
respectively. As shown in this work, the trend is also sustained
for higher RI. Furthermore, it is worth noting that through
proper design of the structure’s parameters, such as diameter or
height, the sensing range can be tuned to the desired RI range.
Moreover, taking into consideration the reported results on
temperature cross-sensitivity of previously presented similar
MZI structure [21], where none or negligible temperature
sensitivity was shown, we assume similar low-temperature
senistivity effect for the presented μIMZI.
C. Effect of O2 Plasma Processing
Our further investigation incorporated plasma etching as a
method of improving the sensing capabilities of the μIMZI.
The plasma etching depends on the etched material and
corresponding process parameters, including the composition
of the gasses and power of the RF generator [22]. It had been
shown that the process is highly selective, specifically, the
O2 etching of SiO2 is negligible [20]. Thus the SiO2 /Si wafer
was a good reference substrate for O2 plasma etching. For each
test, the SiO2 /Si slide, and an LPG were reference samples in
the process. The LPG was assumed to be a good reference for
observing the etching effect due to the fact that it had been
induced in the same fiber as μIMZI and it was proven to be
highly sensitive to variation in cladding thickness [19], [20].
The transmission spectra in water before and after etching for
both the samples are shown in Fig. 7.
The samples underwent two consecutive etching processes
in O2 plasma, where the first process lasted for 6 minutes
and the second one 3 minutes. Comparison of Fig. 7a and 7b
reveals that the etching has an influence on the spectral
response of the LPG (Fig. 7b) but very little influence in
the case of the μIMZI (Fig. 7a) in terms of minima shift.
Looking at the LPG, a small shift of the observed resonance
towards a longer wavelength can be seen after each etching
process (Fig. 7b). The spectral response of the LPG confirms
slight modification of the fiber cladding induced by plasma.
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Fig. 8. Sensitivity of the investigated μIMZI structure before and after O2
plasma etching.

Fig. 7. Effect of each etching process on transmission spectra for a) a μIMZI
micro-cavity and b) an LPG.

It must be noted here that the etching was unmeasurable
when the reference SiO2 /Si wafers were investigated using
spectroscopic ellipsometry. The result (Fig. 7b) confirms that
there is possible etching of the fiber cladding by O2 plasma,
but it is only visible when devices as sensitive as LPGs are
applied [20].
As seen in Fig. 7a, the processes improved smoothness of
the spectra. The spectrum behaves in the same way as after wet
etching, which cleans all remaining material from the inside of
the microcavity [17]. Knowing the nature of the plasma-based
processes and considering the results of the wet etching effect,
we can assume that the improved smoothness of the spectrum
is caused by the appearance of two main processes: firstly the
unevenly crafted bottom of the micro-cavity is being made
flat, and secondly the sidewalls of the micro-cavity are being
made even and any remaining glass shards are being removed.
After both O2 plasma etching processes the μIMZI sample
was measured again in the RI range 1.33-1.39. The sensitivity
curves before and after etching are compared in Fig. 8.
The plot shows comparable values for both the analyzed
cases, revealing that although the process affected the spectra,
it had no significant impact on the overall sensitivity. Based on

Fig. 9. Effect of O2 etching process on SiO2 surface properties: a) before
(contact angle is equal to 64°) and b) after (contact angle is unmeasurable
because of high wettability).

this result, we can conclude that the plasma-based etching
used on micro-cavities has the advantage of highly precise
post-processing, which cleans and smoothes the cavity area.
Moreover, it might be used as a gentle and highly controlled
chemical etching. Chemical etching is very hard to use in
extremely rapid or short processes, where e.g. HF acid before
being completely washed from the micro-cavity causes further,
generally unwanted, etching.
D. Surface Properties of the Micro-Cavity
Because of its very small size, the micro-cavity can be
problematic to investigate. The biggest challenge is definitely
the process of filling it with liquids, especially those with
high RI. The micro-cavity must not only be cleaned after
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fabrication, but good wettability of its inner surface must be
assured. We found that the surface inside the micro-cavity after
treatment with O2 plasma became very hydrophilic, which
was confirmed via separate viscosity tests on accompanying
SiO2 /Si reference wafers. Fig. 9 shows the changes in the water
contact angle before and after the O2 etching process.
As a result of the etching process, the contact angle was
unmeasurable due to very high hydrophilicity of the surface
(Fig. 9b). This made it possible to easily introduce the
sample liquid into the micro-cavity, facilitating measurement
of liquids with higher RI or high viscosity. The time which
takes the liquid to fully fill the cavity is strongly dependent
on its properties, such as size and shape. Before the plasma
processing it took usually around 12-15 minutes for the highviscosity liquids to fill the cavity. After plasma treatment, the
filling the cavity was immediate independently of the cavity
size and liquid viscosity.
When compared to the HF-processed SiO2 samples, the
plasma-processed samples, both stored in ambient air, had
lower stability during the 2 weeks of storage. However,
within 24 hours after etching, the wettability of samples was
comparable. An advantage of the O2 plasma treatment is that
is it environmentally friendly and eliminates the use of HF,
a hazardous and highly toxic chemical.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we demonstrate the ultra-high RI sensitivity of
a cylindrically-shaped micro-cavity in-fiber MZI, which was
fabricated solely with a femtosecond laser. An interferometric
pattern has been observed, where each minima appearing at
higher RI shows higher RI sensitivity. The effect has been
explained theoretically and shown experimentally. The sensitivity of the sensor reached 23,345 nm/RIU for aqueous solutions of glycerin ranging from 1.4200 to 1.4400 RIU, which
is the highest reported value to the date for this type of sensor.
Moreover in this work, in contrast to previously presented
studies utilizing chemical etching, we also demonstrated an
application of O2 -based RIE for micro-cavity inner surface
cleaning and increase in surface wettability. The treatment
allows for fast introduction of the liquid into the micro-cavity.
Due to its ultra-high sensitivity, the sensor might well prove
suitable for future applications where sub-nanoliter volumes
are investigated.
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